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R Abbott, R. Tucker. Sea Shells of the World; ed. by Herbert S. Zim; illus. by
6- George and Marita Sandstrom. Golden Press, 1962. 160p. (Golden Na-
ture Guides) $2.99.
A most useful handbook for the shell collector, with illustrations in color, each
clear picture being labeled with scientific and popular name, and with size or size
range. There is some brief prefatory material on finding and storing shells; while
the text on the subject of collecting and on background information is superficial,
the arrangement of identifying illustrations and the small size of the volume make
the book handy as a portable guide. For full introduction to shells and shell collect-
ing, a guide such as Johnstone's Sea Treasure (Houghton, 1957) serves admirably,
but Sea Shells is preferable as a handbook. An index is appended.
NR Aresty, Esther B. The Grand Venture. Bobbs-Merrill, 1963. 190p. $3.75.
7-9
Ginny, interested in fashion, so much enjoys-her work at a department store that
she decides on a career in merchandising; her father wants her to attend a local
college. She makes several mistakes on the job but scores some signal successes,
is fired at one point and comes back to convince the manager that she should be re-
hired; she convinces him, in fact, to the extent that he offers to subsidize her col-
lege education in retailing if she will come back after graduation and work in the
store. A fairly patterned quick-success career story, with the not-unusual new boy-
friend acquired en route; there is a small amount of information about fashion mer-
chandising in the book but little else of value.
R Baker, Betty. Killer-of-Death; pictures by John Kaufmann. Harper, 1963.
6-8 143p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
A most moving story, told convincingly in first person by Killer-of-Death, an Apache
of the nineteenth century. Knowing that there would be fighting with the white settlers,
the boy dedicated himself to training as a warrior; when the conflict came, Killer-of-
Death lost his family and his beloved Shy Maiden. He then formed an alliance with his
long-time rival to join Cochise in fighting the usurpers. In a brief last chapter, Killer-
of-Death begins, "They brought us here, to a land that was not ours." and describes
the reservation; he tells of his hopes for his own son, now growing up in a white man's
world. A book that has a poignant dignity, action without melodrama, and a skillfully
drawn picture of the Apache culture. There is never an obtrusive introduction of infor-
mation in the guise of conversational exchange.
M Barry, Robert E. Mr. Willowby's Christmas Tree. McGraw-Hill, 1963. 32p.
K-2 illus. $2.50.
A very wealthy old gentleman has a huge tree delivered, finds it too tall, and cuts off
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the top; the upstairs maid uses the top, cutting a bit at the top; the gardener takes
that top home to his wife, who cuts off the top, etcetera.....down through various
animals to a mouse. A slight story, with one idea that is over-extended. The text is
in rather pedestrian verse style; "Later on that frosty night, Frisky Fox came into
sight. He spied the treetop, rubbed his chin, Opened his sack and stuffed the top in.
He scampered home and jumped his gate-This Christmas present couldn't wait.
'It's even better than mincemeat pie,' Said Mrs. Fox with a happy sigh." The illus-
trations, in black, green, and whilte, have good style and humor.
M Boden, Hilda. The House by the Sea; illus. by Ursula Koering. McKay, 1962.
5-7 146p. $3.25.
Geraldine Wilds, a self-centered adolescent, and her agreeable younger sister are
sent to England from Kenya because their parents are in financial difficulties.
Geraldine is so rude to her aunt and uncle that the girls are shipped off to stay in
Wales with a distant aunt. Brusque Miss Chart ignores Geraldine, who mopes; young
Penny is enchanted with the Welsh coast and with her hostess, and is happy. Gerry
eventually thaws when she finds that she and Miss Chart share an interest in arche-
ology, and she risks her life to retrieve an artifact for her hostess. Good background,
and quite good writing, but Gerry is an unpleasant character with whom the adults
seem far too lenient. The book is weakened by the pat ending, in which Miss Chart
arranges secretly for the new "caretakers" arrival so that the girls will be surprised
by having their parents come to Wales.
M Bolton, Carole. The Stage Is Set. Morrow, 1963. 224p. $3.25.
7-9
Dinah Holloway, just graduated from high school, is told by the best man on her wed-
ding day that the groom has fled. Dinah clings to the hope that Cliff will come back
to her; he doesn't. She gets a job and enrolls for evening work in a drama school;
gradually she becomes engrossed in theatre interests, and eventually decides, al-
though she has again fallen in love, that she is going to try for a Broadway career.
Adequately written, but the plot is close to formula; characterizations are adequate,
but the story has less nuance of relationship than other books by this author.
R Bonham, Frank. The Loud, Resounding Sea. T. Y. Crowell, 1963. 209p.
7-10 $3.50.
A well-written junior novel, partly science fiction, but with some scientific basis,
about a boy who establishes rapport with a dolphin. Just out of high school, Skip
Turner has a summer job at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and he finds that
he can hear a dolphin using words; Skip is enthralled, others are dubious. The con-
versations between Skip and Delphine are recorded, however, and a flood of public-
ity ensues. Delphine is hurt, nursed back to health, and released; Skip hates to see
her go, but is grateful for the experience and hopeful that it will encourage future
communications between humans and dolphins. The writing has pace, the details
about dolphins are interesting, and the book has enough balance of other aspects of
Skip's life to be realistic. Characterization is good, and the story is unusual in its
relationship between Skip and his rolling-stone father.
R Bothwell, Jean. Omen for a Princess; The Story of Jahanara, Royal Poet of
7-9 the Seventeenth Century. Abelard-Schuman, 1963. 192p. $3.50.
Historically-based and highly fictionalized, a most interesting book about the Mogul
princess whose father became Emperor Shah Jehan. Jahanara, oldest of seven chil-
dren, was a favorite of her father; forbidden by law to marry, Jahanara managed the
household, helped design her mother's tomb, the Taj Mahal, and later became a
great poet. The book describes the period just before Jahanara's father gained the
throne; seen from the viewpoint of the princess, the royal household has excitement
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and color, intrigues, conflicting loyalties, great wealth and the loneliness of respon-
sibility. Well-written; good in characterization and in the creation of the atmosphere
of period and place.
M Bothwell, Jean. The Red Scarf. Harcourt, 1962. 189p. $3.50.
7-9
A story of contemporary India. Jassa Ram, although he had trained at Sandhurst, had
decided to become a Superintendent of Police. Urged by his wealthy family to marry
a second time, widowed Jassa Ram refused although he knew his motherless son
needed guidance. In the course of the story, he falls in love- and weds-a girl who
has been associated with a bandit gang. The unraveling of Samudra's true role and of
the identity of her dacoit companions gives the story more than enough drama and ac-
tion; the development of the plot is, in fact, burdened with incident. Authentic back-
ground, characters that seem overdrawn.
R Boucourechliev, Andre. Chopin; A Pictorial Biography. Viking, 1963. 144p.
7- illus. $6.50.
A good biography of Chopin, written with appreciation for the musician and candid
appraisal of the man; the book gives, in addition to a detailed record of Chopin's
brief life, a colorful picture of the musical, artistic, and political circles of Europe
in the first half of the nineteenth century. A biography that will be especially inter-
esting to the music student; a book that has, for the student, some reference use
since it has a good index, notes on the numbered illustrations, and chronology as
well as a brief bibliography.
R Brown, John Mason. Dramatis Personae; A Retrospective Show. Viking, 1963.
9- 563p. $7.50.
A delightful and generous collection of sixty selections, including one complete book;
most of the material has been previously published in books, but the volume includes
several odd articles, and the author has written an introduction and an epilogue. Mr.
Brown's comments on the state of the theatre-the plays, the actors, the authors-
and on various aspects of the world scene are pungent, urbane, and witty. He writes
with style and enthusiasm; the book will probably enthrall the general reader, and
as for those who love the stage-the index alone can produce a swooning nostalgia.
R Bruckner, Karl. The Day of the Bomb; trans. by Frances Lobb. Van Nostrand,
7- 1963. 189p. $3.50.
A powerful and moving book about Hiroshima, written in episodes that involve differ-
ent sets of people-both American and Japanese-some of whose lives cross. A group
of American fliers wonders why the new flight is so important-a small Japanese boy
waits in a food queue-an elderly fisherman sits brooding on a river bank. The fliers
wonder what new kind of bomb they are loading-small Shigeo drops out of the queue
and stops for a swim. The bomb drops. The fliers are stunned, the fisherman is
killed, Shigeo is terrified by "the Thunderbolt" and frantic until he finds his baby sis-
ter unharmed on the riverbank. Because Shigeo's family is reunited and prospers, it
is the more shocking when his lively teenage sister, ten years later, succumbs sud-
denly to unsuspected radiation sickness; together an American and a Japanese doctor
fight to save her, but there is no way.
NR Burgdorf, Otto. The Adventure Book of Human Biology; illus. by Aubrey Combs.
5-6 Capitol, 1962. 94p. Trade ed. $3.99; Library ed. $2.99 net.
Despite the title, not a biology book, but a series of demonstrations and experiments
related to some aspects of human physiology. Chapter one, for example, entitled "The
Beat of Your Heart" does not describe either the structure or the functioning of the
heart, nor does it have an adequate illustration of that organ. It is devoted to instruc-
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tions on finding the pulse, testing the speed of one's pulse, and demonstrating that
exercise affects the pulse. Most of the demonstrations require fairly simple and
easily obtainable equipment. A bibliography and an index are appended. The text
does not cover the topic of biology, or even of human physiology; it does not fulfill
the implication of the preface that "In the following pages you will learn how the hu-
man body is built and how it works." The index does not list the words adrenal,
bladder, bones, capillaries, cerebrum, glands, hair, hormones, etcetera.
Ad Cavanna, Betty. Paulo of Brazil; photographs by George Russell Harrison.
4-6 Watts, 1962. 63p. (Around the World Today Books.) $3.50.
An informative book about Brazil, well-written and liberally illustrated with good
photographs, unfortunately uncaptioned. Paulo, son of a well-to-do family in Rio de
Janeiro, is told by his private school teacher that each boy in the class will have a
pen pal. Paulo's pen pal is Roque, who attends a coeducational state school and
comes of a lower economic group. As each boy plans his letters and as they ex-
change information, there emerge not only facts about Brazil and about the cities
in which the boys live, but also a good picture of the economic classes and their
customs; the varieties of racial backgrounds are manifest in the photographs. Li-
brarians may wish to know that one photograph shows a small boy nude. A list of
Brazilian words and phrases precedes the text.
R Ciardi, John. John J. Plenty and Fiddler Dan; A New Fable of the Grasshop-
3-6 per and the Ant; illus. by Madeleine Gekiere. Lippincott, 1963. 37p.
Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.96 net.
A long poem about the dull, frugal ant and the hedonistic grasshopper; lovely illus-
trations and a delightful verse version of the fable. The poet has succeeded here in
writing for children with the same qualities of understated humor, vivid imagery,
and lyric phrases that are in his poetry for older readers. Nice to read alone, nice
to read aloud.
R Clark, Ann (Nolan). Tia Maria's Garden; illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Viking,
2-4 1963. 47p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $3.04 net.
A slow and gentle text in which a boy describes the desert scene through which he
loves to walk; he observes the plants and animals, sun, wind, and sand, the trails
left by snakes, the oddly-shaped rocks. The illustrations appropriately and hand-
somely echo the evocation of mood. The writing has a lyric quality, but the lack of
pace or plot will probably limit the book's appeal to those readers who can appre-
ciate the quiet, tender quality of the writing.
R Cleary, Beverly. Sister of the Bride; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush. Morrow,
6-9 1963. 288p. $3.25.
Pleasantly realistic, lightly humorous, a sister's-eye view of a wedding; Barbara,
sixteen, is not so excited about her sister Rosemary's wedding that she isn't con-
cerned about her own affairs but, since she is fancy-free, all her romantic energy
is directed toward Rosemary's marriage. Barbara, seeing her sister change, be-
gins to appreciate a more mature viewpoint toward love and marriage. Good writing
style, good values; a family story that has warmth, honest sentiment, and affection-
ate humor.
Ad Colman, Hila. Phoebe's First Campaign. Morrow, 1963. 190p. $3.25.
8-10
Just out of high school, Phoebe feels resentful that her parents-extravagant and
self-centered-have not saved enough money for her to go to college. Her friend
Peter, back from a year of art study in Rome, urges her to get a job, and she finds
work with an agency running a campaign for funds for a medical center. Phoebe en-
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joys the tempo and the people but is often exasperated by the lack of efficiency and
the office rivalries. As she gains poise and confidence, Phoebe realizes that she
can stand on her own and that her parents are not going to change; they will go on
being in debt and quarreling about it. She decides that she will move in to town and
hopes that she and her parents will get along better when losing proximity means
gaining perspective. Not unusual in style, but adequate; there is not much momen-
tum in the plot, but the office atmosphere is vividly evoked, characterization is good,
and the relationships between people are described with depth and perception.
M Crane, Caroline. Pink Sky at Night. Doubleday, 1963. 168p. $2.95.
7-9
Gillian Polk, when her engagement is broken, decides to go to New York to become
an actress. She takes an apartment with another girl, gets odd jobs, goes the rounds
with photographs, is auditioned; finally she gets a small part in an off-Broadway
show. She falls in love with an actor, but refuses to marry him when he gets a job
in a New Hampshire college drama department. The show closes, nothing opens, and
Gillie decides that her love is more important than New York and her career. The
writing style is mediocre and the story line patterned, but details of the problems
faced by the theatrical aspirant in New York are authentic.
R Darling, Lois. Turtles; by Lois and Louis Darling. Morrow, 1962. 64p.
5-7 illus. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
A very good brief survey of turtle evolution and morphology, of varieties of turtles
living today, and of some habits of some varieties. The authors describe the care
of pet turtles and give a spirited defense of the reptile's existence. The material is
well-organized and carefully illustrated; the writing is a good blend of informal
style and precise, accurate information.
NR Everson, Dale. Mrs. Popover Goes to the Zoo; pictures by Janet McCaffery.
K-2 Morrow, 1963. 30p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
A read-aloud picture book about Mrs. Popover, a kind but absent-minded woman
who invites all the neighborhood children to the zoo but can't keep track of them.
Two are left behind, two are left on the bus, and the others go off or are left, a few
at a time, in various parts of the zoo. Mrs. Popover can't remember how many
there were, but she goes to a policeman when she has lost all the children; all those
at the zoo are rounded up, the four who never got to the zoo are waiting at home:
". .. everyone but Mrs. Popover noticed that four children were waiting for them."
A slight plot, and a treatment of adult irresponsibility that would be acceptable were
it more pointedly humorous; as it is, Mrs. Popover and the parents in the story
might well make a child feel uneasy. The illustrations are stylized, busy, lively in
execution but distracting in the use of color.
R Felton, Harold W. Sergeant O'Keefe and His Mule, Balaam; illus. by Leonard
5-8 Everett Fisher. Dodd, 1962. 94p. $3.25.
An entertaining book of tall tales about the Prevaricator of Pikes Peak, John Timo-
thy O'Keefe, with an introduction by the author that gives some biographical notes
and cites some of his sources. The tales are told by the sergeant, usually in the form
of conversation with some gullible companions whose first dubious reactions to
O'Keefe's fantastic yarns are changed to bemused awe.
M Ferguson, Grace F. The How and Why Wonder Book of Wild Flowers; illus.
5-7 by Cynthia Iliff Koehler and Alvin Koehler. Grosset, 1962. 48p. $1.
An oversize book with loosely organized material, accurate but far from comprehen-
sive. The text is printed in double columns, illustrations are of poor quality and are
inadequately labelled, and the book has no index. The text gives many useful or inter-
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esting facts, but gives them in a random fashion; the writing style is pedestrian, and
there are several places where pages lack numbering-in one instance, seven con-
secutive pages. A less useful book than Cavanna's First Book of Wild Flowers (Watts,
1961).
Ad Gieg, Charles. The Last Voyage of the Albatross; by Chuck Gieg and Felix
6-9 Sutton. Duell, 1962. 177p. $3.95.
A rather rambling account of the last trip of the school-at-sea, the schooner Alba-
tross, which sank in the Gulf of Mexico; six crew members were drowned, the author
and other survivors being picked up off the coast of Florida. The text is an olio of
reminiscences, partly maritime, partly personal, and partly travel observation. Ade-
quately written, but a bit diffuse; since the book begins with a reference to the trag-
edy and goes back to the author's first plans to attend the "Ocean Academy," the end-
ing seems a rather flat recapitulation.
R Glubok, Shirley. The Art of Ancient Greece; designed by Oscar Krauss.
5-8 Atheneum, 1963. 48p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
A handsome book, with discriminating use of space and color for page accents and
backgrounds. The photographs of Greek pottery and Greek sculpture are well placed
in relation to text, and the text gives, in a direct and simple style, information about
the works of art illustrated. Smoothly integrated into the specific information is
background material about Greek life and about changes in art techniques in ancient
Greece.
M Hader, Berta (Hoerner). Little Antelope; An Indian for a Day; by Berta and
3-4 Elmer Hader. Macmillan, 1962. 41p. illus. Trade ed. $3; Library ed.
$3.21 net.
Johnny, daydreaming in the arithmetic class he disliked, was sent to the principal's
office again, but never got there. He went to the museum the class had visited the
day before; there he fell asleep in the Indian exhibit hall and had a long, exciting
dream about going hunting with an Indian boy his own age. Wakened by his mother
and his teacher, Johnny went home, thinking that the Indians had their own kind of
arithmetic problems and that he was going to work hard and learn his arithmetic.
Really a story in two parts, and the two parts don't quite mesh; the authors are sym-
pathetic about Johnny's abstraction and about his playing hooky, but the change in his
attitude is neither realistically brought about, nor corroborated by events: the long
dream sequence therefore seems weak.
Ad Harris, Leon A. The Great Picture Robbery; pictures by Joseph Schindelman.
K-2 Atheneum, 1963. 35p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.07 net.
A read-aloud picture book about a museum mouse; not highly original in setting or
plot, but lightly pleasant in writing style and most attractively illustrated. Maurice
lives in the Louvre and is fed daily by Madame Marina, who understands mice. He
overhears two men plotting, follows them, reports to Madame, and foils the crim-
inals in their attempt to extort money for disclosing the hiding place (a mummy
case) of the Mona Lisa.
R Haywood, Carolyn. Here Comes the Bus! written and illus. by Carolyn Hay-
2-4 wood. Morrow, 1963. 186p. $3.50.
As always, Carolyn Haywood's children are absolutely natural and real: real in be-
havior, real in motivation, and realistic in conversation. Here, in episodic chapters,
the reader follows Jonathan through his first year in school and his first year of liv-
ing in the country. The episodes are set chiefly on the school bus, with the bus driver,
Rus Riley, as friend and hero of the first grade. Good anecdotes, good reading prac-
tice.
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M Henry, Marguerite. Five O'Clock Charlie; illus. by Wesley Dennis. Rand
3-4 McNally, 1962. 46p. Trade ed. $1.50; Library ed. $2 net.
An old horse, Charlie, was put out to pasture in a small field with "nothing but nasty
thistles and chickweed." Charlie was bored and lonely; he missed going about, and
he especially missed his daily treat at the Boar's Head Inn, where he used to get a
fresh apple tart daily from the "plump-chested cook" Birdie. One day Charlie broke
through the fence, galloped to the Inn and appeared at Birdie's window at five o'clock,
and from then on Birdie depended on Charlie daily to remind her of the time, even
teaching him to ring a bell. Charlie's owner "fancied for a moment the thought of
speaking to Charlie, but he couldn't quite bring himself to do it. He just gave a wink
in his direction; then, chuckling quietly, he quickly turned his head, pretending not
to see. It was a kind of secret shared." Mr. Dennis draws horses well, and the book
will probably appeal to lovers of horse stories, but the slight story is overextended
and the writing is rather burdened with quaintness.
R Higgins, Marguerite. Jessie Benton Fremont; illus. by B. Holmes. Houghton,
6-8 1962. 183p. (North Star Books) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.20 net.
A good biography of the senator's daughter who became a soldier-explorer's bride,
a governor's lady, and a pioneer. A romantic story, well-told but not as fully told
as is Jessie Fremont's life in I Jessie (Randall, Little Brown, 1963); the important
conflict with Lincoln over a premature emancipation statement by Fremont, for ex-
ample, is described in less detail. Adequate for the younger reader, the text has
only occasional passages that are florid or digressive. Three other books about the
Fremonts are suggested for further reading; an index is appended.
M Hunt, Maxine. That Girl Pat. Macmillan, 1963. 212p. $3.
7-9
Pat had just failed her freshman year at college; discouraged and chagrined, Pat
was burdened by knowledge of the sacrifice her parents had made for her education.
She was determined to help them make a success of converting their ranch home
into a guest house; to her surprise, Pat found that she was doing a very good job
with the guests' children. She realized that her summer romance with Lance (a
wealthy young guest) and her decision to become an air hostess were mistakes; she
decided to go back to college and she knew, finally, that the man she really cared
for was the steady, reliable, old friend Russ. The love story is formula fare; the
success of the summer enterprise is patterned quick-success; the one positive as-
pect of the book is in the change of Pat's attitude about a college education.
Ad Joy, Charles R. Getting To Know Hong Kong; illus. by Claudine Nankivel.
4-6 Coward-McCann, 1962. 64p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.52 net.
A description of present-day Hong Kong is preceded by a slightly florid picture of
the island as it was long ago. In second person, the continuous text is informative
but seems rambling; illustrations are of poor quality, and the map showing the Brit-
ish Crown Colony does not seem to include Kowloon, although the text does. Ap-
pended are a one-page index, a glossary of foreign words with phonetic pronuncia-
tion, and a list of a dozen dates headed "History."
M Joy, Charles R. Getting To Know Tanganyika; illus. by Shannon Stirnweis.
4-6 Coward-McCann, 1962. 64p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.52 net.
An introduction to Tanganyika that gives, in a continuous text, a rather random com-
pilation of information; the information is accurate, but the author's observations
are not always pertinent and the writing style is awkward. The illustrations are not
adequate: a picture labelled "bushman" gives no clue to the man's size, which is the
point at issue in the text; another picture labelled "Ngorongoro Crater" shows two
elephants in the foreground of a drawing that has what appear to be some hills in the
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distance. Appended are a list of foreign words used in the book, a one-page list of
important dates, a few Swahili words and phrases, and a one-page index.
M Kay, Helen. The House of Many Colors; illus. by Lilian Obligado. Abelard-
3-4 Schuman, 1963. 61p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.89 net.
Two Italian boys living in a run-down apartment building are inspired by the hand-
someness of a new construction to paint their house. They earn money by washing
cars, receive help and encouragement from other tenants in the building, and are
well satisfied with their red and yellow tones of paint. The only tenant who has not
cooperated is surly Gino, who didn't want his grapevine damaged; in spraying his
grapes, Gino uses a blue powder-at first the boys are dismayed, but they realize
the blue has made an improvement when an artist comes to paint a picture of their
"very beautiful" house. Slow-moving, partly because of writing style, and partly be-
cause of a large number of characters for a rather brief book. The Italian back-
ground is not vividly evoked, the communal life of the apartment house is. The run-
ning thread of a game played with buttons, a thread not relevant to the main story
line, seems overdone. The illustrations are pleasant: realistic drawings in pencil
or crayon.
R Lang, Daniel. A Summer's Duckling; pictures by Dorothy Bayley Morse.
4-6 Harper, 1963. lllp. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
Maggie had always wanted a duckling for a pet; she captured one the summer of her
eleventh year, and the acquisition of Billy changed the complexion of Maggie's sum-
mer. She adjusted to responsibility and to the sharing of her pet with her parents;
absorbed in Billy, Maggie at first withdrew from her friends and had to readjust to
dividing her time. With difficulty, Maggie faced the fact that she could not take Billy
back to New York, and in doing her best to prepare her pet for self-reliance and
fall migration, Maggie gained insight. A perceptive picture of the pre-adolescent
whose self-absorption begins to yield to attitudes of maturity, and an honest ap-
praisal of parent-child relations; the story has little momentum, but has good rela-
tionships, realism, and a nice creation of the atmosphere of seashore and summer.
Ad Lawrence, Mildred (Elwood). Girl on Witches' Hill. Harcourt, 1963. 190p.
7-9 $3.25.
A junior novel about a high school student, Stacey Tilden, who moves to a new town;
she resents moving, misses her boyfriend, and is prepared to dislike everything
about Massachusetts. A formula plot, with formula ending: the old boyfriend is dis-
carded, the new boy in the new town turns out to be the real love, and Stacey finds
herself emotionally committed to the new community. The action is patterned, the
characters are not; the book has good style and an emphasis on intelligence and on
academic interests. Ethical and social values are good; family relationships are
sympathetic.
NR Levine, Rhoda. Three Ladies Beside the Sea; drawings by Edward Gorey.
3-4 Atheneum, 1963. 34p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.07 net.
An odd combination of nonsense and sophistication, most appropriately illustrated,
and absolutely without a Message. The author plays a bit with words, an appealing
quality for some readers; the plot is more or less irrelevant and the book has not
broad enough humor for a wide audience but will probably please a segment. Three
wispy ladies (half Charles Dana Gibson and half Charles Addams) float about on the
beach, playing chamber music and taking tea. One of them finds herself compelled
to climb trees: ". . . Both Edith and Catherine kept silent Concerning this strange,
lofty feat. Mere mention of Alice-out on a limb-Would be, they both felt, indiscreet."
Ad Lifton, Betty Jean. The Dwarf Pine Tree; illus. by Fuku Akino. Atheneum,
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3-4 1963. 46 p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
A gentle but slow-moving story; poetic in style, and written in the manner of a folk
tale, with illustrations that have-as does the writing-a truly Japanese flavor. The
tiny pine tree was scorned by the other trees in the forest; they frightened the pine
tree with stories of the dreaded King Sojobo, half-human, half-bird. When the pine
was the only tree to offer Sojobo shelter in a storm, it was granted its only wish: a
chance to help the beautiful princess whose only cure could be a dwarf pine beauti-
ful in appearance and pure of heart. The pine suffered much pain to achieve beauty,
although it knew that it would be taken away by Sojobo at the end of six months. To
save a life, the dwarf pine gave up its life; each night, when the moon was full how-
ever, the princess could look up to the mountaintop and see her beloved tree.
M Lobel, Arnold. A Holiday for Mister Muster. Harper, 1963. 32p. Trade ed.
K-2 $2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
A picture book that has an appeal in its nonsense humor, but an appeal that is lim-
ited by the rather awkward style of writing. The story is slight; the ending a bit
abrupt. Mr. Muster is told that his zoo animals need salt air, so they all go to the
beach; the animals rush into an amusement park and are gotten away only by a ruse:
Mr. Muster decorates a bus and lures his animals on a zoo-bound trip by pretending
the bus is one of the rides of the amusement park. The format of the book is attrac-
tive and the carnival background lively.
R Lomask, Milton. Andy Johnson: The Tailor Who Became President. Ariel,
6-9 1962. 181p. $2.95.
A good biography, with only brief mention of Johnson's childhood, but with a detailed
account of his young manhood and of the early days of his career. The treatment of
Johnson as a political leader and as a President is sympathetic but not adulatory.
There is little fictionalized framework for the second part of the book; the first part,
in which Johnson's life up to the time of his marriage is covered, is fictionalized
considerably, but this is very smoothly done.
R McKown, Robin. Thomas Paine. Putnam, 1962. 192p. (Lives To Remember.)
6-9 $2.95.
The story of Paine's years in the Colonies, prefaced by a beginning chapter that re-
views briefly his life in England up to his departure for the New World. Good histor-
ical material, good biography; not as well written as Gurko's biography (T. Y.
Crowell, 1957) but competently written, slightly easier to read, and providing a bib-
liography. Indexing is adequate but printed in very small type.
M Maiden, Cecil. Speaking of Mrs. McCluskie; drawings by Hilary Knight.
3-5 Vanguard, 1962. 44p. $3.
Mrs. McCluskie, retired at sixty-five, had a small house to which nobody came. This
made her very sad because she loved to bake for people-especially for children. One
day the broom she found in the cottage took her forcibly for a ride; she wreaked
havoc and made enemies all along her unwanted path. Several angry adults came with
a policeman to put Mrs. McCluskie in jail, but they were won by her baked goods, for
she had put into them the magic ingredient of love. The irate ones forgave Mrs.
McCluskie, her house became a favorite mecca for cooky-lovers, and the broom was
locked away in a museum. There is no explanation of what made the cottage taboo, a
focal point of the plot. The writing style is rather heavily quaint and sentimental;
there is a modicum of humorous appeal in the mischief.
Ad Manzi, Alberto. White Boy; illus. by Charles Molina. Macmillan, 1963. 2 02 p.
6-8 $3.95.
A story set in Africa during the Boer War, first published in Italy in 1961 under the
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title Orzowei. Isa is the orzowei, the nobody, the outsider-a white foundling in a
Zulu tribe. Isa yearns for tribal acceptance, but is spurned; he becomes friendly
with a pygmy chief who helps the boy learn jungle survival and helps him, even
more, understand what true brotherhood is. When Isa goes to live with some Boer
settlers, he feels rejected by both Zulus and whites. Eventually the boy reconciles
the conflicting loyalties he has felt, but this comes only after savage warfare. The
writing is uneven, maintaining pace for most of the story, but bogging down occa-
sionally into long, laborious dialogues. The most valuable contribution of the book
is in the evaluation of racial and tribal relationships. Isa feels rejected because he
has white skin and he bitterly resents being discriminated against; he admires Paul,
the white man, but his mentor is the pygmy, Pao, and it is Pao-wise, dignified, and
compassionate-who teaches Isa that individuals, not tribes or races, are good or
bad, honest or sly.
R Maurois, Andre. The Weigher of Souls; and, The Earth Dwellers; tr. by
8- Hamish Miles; illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Macmillan, 1963. 187p.
$3.95.
Two science fiction stories that were published separately thirty years ago; an auto-
biographical preface includes information on how the stories came to be written.
Weigher of Souls describes the investigations of a London doctor, and has a brooding
atmosphere of suspense; Earth Dwellers is more standard science fantasy, and de-
scribes the manipulation of lives on this earth by the advanced scientists of Uranus.
Appended are a list of the works of Maurois that are in print and a full list of his
writings, both original editions and translations.
R Mayne, William. The Changeling; illus. by Victor G. Ambrus. Dutton, 1963.
5-7 153p. $3.
An unusual story about an eccentric elderly woman who cannot remember anything
about her life before the age of twenty; the three children who help her retrieve her
memories do so because they stumble on the trail of the truth-not because they are,
in formula style, omniscient. The story line is interesting, but the fine writing style,
the atmosphere of the English countryside, and the flavorful conversation of the few
characters seem more important than the plot. The Yorkshire dialect is used with
restraint, so that it is present to an extent that is convincing without being a deter-
rent to American readers.
M Moore, Lilian. Once Upon a Season; illus. by Gioia Fiammenghi. Abingdon,
2-3 1962. 96p. $2.75.
A collection of poems and stories, all of them having appeared previously in a mag-
azine. The selections go more or less through the seasons of the year, although in a
few cases the time is only just mentioned: "Mitten the Kitten," for example, takes
place on a summer visit to a farm but could as well be set in any other season. The
book could be useful for supplementary reading, although the stories and poems are
written in pedestrian style.
R Myller, Rolf. Rolling Round. Atheneum, 1963. 36p. illus. Trade ed. $2.95;
K-3 Library ed. $2.75 net.
Pleasant nonsense about improvements in transportation and how they all began. The
king used his dear horse Hildegarde to get to the ends of his kingdom, so that Hilde-
garde's illness really created a problem. The solution was suggested by a young
friend: the designing of a substitute . . . then an improved substitute . .. then an im-
provement on the improvement . .. then wheels. The light style and the patently ri-
diculous sequence make it clear that wheels were not really invented by sawing all
the corners off square wheels.
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R Nodset, Joan L. Go Away, Dog; pictures by Crosby Bonsall. Harper, 1963.
2-5 32p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
yrs.
Very small and quite delectable. The text consists of brief remarks from a small
boy who has just been given a large dog; the boy is warily trepid, the dog oozes In-
stant Devotion; the boy relaxes, then succumbs completely. The boy and his dog go
home. Illustrations are a bit repetitious, but they are engaging; the drawings-red,
black and white-are economical, so that the pages have a good deal of restful white
space. Despite the simplicity of the text, the book has enough humor to interest chil-
dren who are beginning independent readers.
R Nugent, Frances Roberts. Jan Van Eyck; Master Painter; text and drawings
5-9 by Frances Roberts Nugent; with reproduction from Van Eyck's Paintings.
Rand McNally, 1962. 64p. Trade ed. $2.22; Library ed. $2.95 net.
A biography of the artist, with good reproductions in black and white and with four
pages in full color; illustrations by the author are informative rather than decora-
tive. Miss Nugent gives, in addition to biographical information, a good picture of
art techniques of the fifteenth century and of the methods used by Van Eyck in prep-
aration of paints and canvases and in planning his work. Although the writing style
is almost too simplified . . . "On July 9, 1441, Jan died. He was fifty-six years old.
No one knows what caused his death.", the book is succinctly factual, well-indexed,
and useful for the historical background as well as for the information about art
and the artist.
R Ormondroyd, Edward. Time at the Top; illus. by Peggie Bach. Parnassus,
6-8 1963. 176p. $2.95.
A good science fiction story in which the protagonist goes back in time and makes a
small change in local history. Susan takes the elevator to the top floor of her apart-
ment building and finds herself at the same spot-but in 1881. She becomes involved
in the lives of her friends of the past and convinces her widowed father-who wants
her to see a psychiatrist when he hears Susan's story-to travel with her to the top.
And that is the last heard of them in 1960 . . . but the author finds an old photograph,
and there in a family group picture from the 1880's are Susan and her father. The
plot is sturdy and well-paced, the writing style lively and easy; the conversation is
especially good, with some of the adult characters being etched with mild acidity in
some monologues.
M Patterson, Lillie. Halloween; illus. by Gil Miret. Garrard, 1963. 64p. Trade
4-6 ed. $2.60; Library ed. $1.95 net.
A compilation of facts about the origin of Halloween customs, of ghost stories and
legends, and of present-day customs. The illustrations are pedestrian, the writing
style is labored, and the material seems assembled in random fashion. The book
may have some use for the slow or reluctant reader, since it has large print and
short sentences; it includes, also, some information about UNICEF collections.
Otherwise it does not serve as well as does Sechrist's Heigh-Ho for Hallowe'en
(Macrae, 1948), which gives the same sort of background material in a well-written
text and which has an excellent selection of stories, poems, plays, and games for
Halloween.
Ad Podendorf, Illa. The True Book of Energy; illus. by George Wilde. Childrens
1-2 Press, 1963. 47p. Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $1.50 net.
An introduction to the topic, presenting the ideas that there are different kinds of
energy, that much of our energy comes-directly or indirectly-from the sun, and
that living things as well as man-made objects and machines use energy. The text
is simply written and the illustrations are adequate, although some of the unlabeled
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diagrams are not clear. The writing style is a bit flat, and the text occasionally
touches on a concept so slightly that it may be more confusing than clarifying.
R Potter, Charles Francis. Tongue Tanglers; illus. by William Wiesner.
3-6 World, 1962. 42 p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
A small and entertaining collection of twisters, with an appended compilation of
notes about the tongue tanglers included in the text. The illustrations are attractive;
the book has an index of first lines. Fun for the child who can use the book independ-
ently, and with some material that can easily be memorized by younger children to
whom the book is read aloud.
R Putnam, Peter. The Triumph of the Seeing Eye; illus. with 30 photographs.
6-9 Harper, 1963. 178p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
A tremendously interesting book about the work done at The Seeing Eye school, with
good prefatory material about the different kinds of training programs that led to
the formation of the school. Photographs are informative, and the book has an exten-
sive bibliography of books and periodicals as well as an index. The author has a
vivid and easy writing style, and he has himself trained at The Seeing Eye. Never
sentimental, never melodramatic, never trite.
R Reeves, Katherine. The Cloud Eater; pictures by Andr6e Golbin. Rand
3-5 McNally, 1963. 48p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.08 net.
The story of a boy and a giraffe on a circus train; Henry, age ten, is the son of tra-
peze artists and is completely captivated by the new circus giraffe, the "Cloud Eat-
er." One day the giraffe smells a delicious but unreachable leaf; long neck stretch-
ing, the animal strains upward. Consternation below; unless the giraffe bends his
neck, the train can't pass under a bridge. All attempts to lure the Cloud Eater fail
until Henry has a brilliant thought; he asks his father to climb the tall mimosa tree
and pick some leaves. Head bent in happy munching, the giraffe makes an odd noise
that Henry fondly interprets as gratitude, and the circus train rolls north. Pleasant
writing style, unusual plot just a bit drawn out, and nicely evoked feelings of spring
day, companionability, and a mild pride in the deed well done.
Ad Riedman, Sarah Regal. World Provider; The Story of Grass; illus. with line
7-10 drawings and photographs. Abelard-Schuman, 1962. 191p. $3.50.
A book that gives a great deal of information, and gives it accurately and succinctly;
the text is weak in organization within sections, with an inadequate index that does
not compensate for the diffuse arrangement of material. The subject is covered quite
thoroughly: the varieties of grass, uses and distribution, reproduction and grass
pests, grass as ornament and as food for man and beast, grass as an ornamental
asset, grass as an aid to conservation, grass products in industry.
NR Saroyan, William. Me; illus. by Murray Tinkelman. Crowell-Collier, 1963.
K-2 64p. (Modern Masters Books for Children.) $1.95.
An oversize picture book with text superimposed on the illustrations, some of which
are stylized and attractive and some of which are stylized and grotesque. The pic-
tures are almost all distracting, unfortunately, since the excellent use of color and
some fine techniques are wasted. The text is far too involved for the pre-school
child and the book is far too juvenile in format for the reader who could understand
the nuance and whimsy of Saroyan's writing-sometimes prose, sometimes rhyme,
sometimes just word play. "The fish said hush in the water. I'm waiting for a letter
from my only daughter. Father or mother, each of the animals said something or
other. Other things said other things. The white rose to the red rose said hello there
redhead. The lamppost said I'm the most from coast to coast."
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R Shapiro, Irwin, ed. The Golden Book of the Renaissance; ad. for young read-
7-10 ers from the Horizon Book of the Renaissance by the editors of Horizon
Magazine, et al. Golden Press, 1962. 169p. illus. (Golden Books.)
Trade ed. $5; Library ed. $4.99 net.
Profusely and beautifully illustrated, a book on Italian life and art during the Renais-
sant years; most of the text is divided by cities: Rome, Florence, Venice, Milan, the
Vatican. One chapter discusses da Vinci and Michaelangelo; the first chapter is a
good background description of the period, and concluding chapters describe The
Renaissance Man, the people of the period, and the spread of the Renaissance. Pic-
ture credits are listed and the index indicates illustrations by use of italics; the
book contains many famous paintings. The writing is mature in approach and lively
in occasional remarks, although it is basically heavy with fact-packed paragraphs
of exposition. The title of the book is, unfortunately, not indicative of the fact that
the text is devoted chiefly to the Renaissance in Italy rather than in Europe.
Ad Sheppard, Sally. The First Book of Brazil; illus. with photographs. Watts,
5-7 1962. 83p. $1.95.
A good survey of Brazilian history and geography, and of Brazilian life today: the
government, the principal cities, the peoples and their living patterns, and some of
the agricultural and industrial developments. The author also describes, briefly but
effectively, the unexplored wilderness of Mato Grosso and the tropical rain forest
of the Amazon River basin. One subject that is not discussed is education. Photo-
graphs are good, although those in the first part of the book show perhaps too many
scenes of the interior; the text is quite well written save for a tendency to general-
izations: "Brazilians are a gay and friendly people, and all of them love melody and
rhythm." An index is appended.
Ad Smith, Linell. Miranda and the Cat; illus. by Peggy Bacon. Little, 1963.
3-5 44p. $2.75.
Miranda loved cats, therefore she continued to make overtures when her advances
were spurned by a tough, people-hating old alley cat. She brought Cat some food
every night, and when she found Cat wounded she took him to a vet and then home.
Cat tolerated her but that was all; reluctantly she gave him his freedom when he
was well, continuing to deliver food to his box in the alley. One day Miranda didn't
come, and Cat missed her; he jumped in her window and onto the bed where the
child lay ill. Miranda improved rapidly, cheered, as she told the doctor, by the fact
that, ". . . now that I'm sick, he's come back to take care of me. You see, we're
something extra special to each other. We're best friends." Not sentimental through-
out, but a sentimental ending to a story adequate in style but rather bare in construc-
tion; the lack of any plot beyond the cultivation of the cat's affection will, for those
readers who are not animal-lovers, limit the appeal of the book.
M Starbird, Kaye. Don't Ever Cross a Crocodile; And Other Poems; with illus.
2-4 by Kit Dalton. Lippincott, 1963. 62p. $2.95.
A book of poems, with good metre and rhyme but with few examples of good imagery
and with only a mild, slightly cute humor. As an example, the brief poem, "The
Hound": "It's funny to look at a hurrying hound, Pursuing a scent that's attractive.
He gallops around With his nose to the ground And only the back of him active." The
illustrations, small drawings in black and white, are attractive.
M Surany, Anico. The Golden Frog; illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Putnam,
3-5 1963. 39p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.86 net.
Set on an island off the coast of Panama, the story of a small boy, Aurelio, who was
anxious to help earn money for the trading boat his village wanted to buy. Aurelio
was not content with helping on the farm; he was able to make an important contri-
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bution when his dog unearthed one of the gold frogs made long ago by the people of
the island. The chief of the village said he would paint a golden frog on the boat, so
that the boat would have good luck and so that Aurelio's gift would be remembered.
A rather static story, with only a modicum of local lore to give it interest. The il-
lustrations are eminently appropriate in both design and color for the Mulatuppu
Indian background, but they are so bold in color as to be distracting.
M Thomas, Katrina. My Skyscraper City: A Child's View of New York; photo-
K-2 graphs by Katrina Thomas; verses by Penny Hamond. Doubleday, 1963.
62p. $3.25.
An oversize book in which a small boy is pictured playing and exploring in New York
City; brief bits of rhyming text accompany the photographs. The photographs vary in
quality, some being darkly vague, most being clear, a few really handsome. The pic-
tures do show a wide variety of activities, scenes, and interests; it is probable, how-
ever, that the city background will be of little interest to children who have not seen
New York, so that the book will be, for most children, only a compilation of pictures
of other children playing. The text is quite pedestrian: "In the playground climb the
slide and take a speedy sliding ride / Or hang on the jungle gym upside down like a
somersaulting circus clown! "
R Vaeth, J. Gordon. To the Ends of the Earth; The Explorations of Roald Amund-
6-10 sen; illus. with photographs and maps. Harper, 1962. 219p. Trade ed.
$3.50; Library ed. $3.47 net.
An extensive account of Amundsen's explorations; not a biography but giving brief
mention of biographical data. Written in a straightforward style, the book might be
dry were the material itself not so dramatic; by contrast, the few incidents in which
the author drops his restrained tone are highlighted. Maps and photographs are good;
the index is excellent; the source material-most of it Amundsen's own books-is
listed.
R Valens, Evans G. Wildfire; pictures by Clement Hurd. World, 1963. 32p.
K-3 Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.61 net.
A beautiful book. As in Wingfin and Topple, illustrations are block print against a
background-pattern of weathered wood grain. Startlingly effective in three colors,
the illustrations are an appropriate amplification of the strong and lyrical text. No
fictionalizing, no personification, but a description of the behavior of animals in a
forest fire; from the first sparks regarded with curiosity, through the mounting of
wariness and tension, to the final frantic flight from the roaring enemy.
NR Villarejo, Mary. Fuzzy the Tiger; written and illus. by Mary Villarejo.
3-5 Knopf, 1962. 28p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.19 net.
yrs.
A read-aloud picture book with repetitive illustrations and a thin story line. A small
boy describes the baby tiger sent by an uncle in India; Fuzzy grew to be a gentle pet,
but so lonely that he followed his master to school. By then Fuzzy had grown so
large that he frightened the children, sent the teacher into a faint, and was forbidden
to be there by the principal. Uncle said that a grown-up tiger would never be happy
save in the jungle, so Fuzzy was shipped back and replaced by a new tiger cub. A
story that is unrealistic without having any elements of nonsense humor. The plot is
contrived and the denouement flat and illogical.
M Wallace, John A. Getting To Know France; illus. by Vic Dowd. Coward-
4-6 McCann, 1962. 64p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.52 net.
An introductory text; poorly organized material, so that, although the book has much
information, it is useful only up to a point, since there is no table of contents for the
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continuous text. In addition to the information, the book contains a good bit of irrel-
evancy; for example, after two paragraphs about the caves at Lascaux: "Lascaux is
one of hundreds of places French children can help their families choose from at
vacation time. Whatever the choice, by the first week in September, everyone is
back home again, the children ready to go to school. Then families start to plan what
they'll do next August." Appended are a list of French words with phonetic pronunci-
ation, a page each of French phrases and of important dates, and a one-page index.
M Welch, Christina M. Home on Star Island; illus. by Robert MacLean. Little,
5-6 1962. 166p. $3.50.
The three newly-orphaned Deane children go to live on Star Island with the grand-
parents they've never seen-a story set in the New England of the past. Grandmother
is cheery, Grandfather is a curmudgeon; the rather thin plot moves toward Grand-
father's expression of affection for the children and especially for his approval of
Caleb Deane's interest in boats and fishing. The children are believable, the adults
are stock figures; the most interesting facet of the story is in the atmosphere of a
North Atlantic coastal island.
NR Welcher, Rosalind. The Runaway Angel; or, A Dream All Your Own. Double-
K-2 day, 1963. 60p. illus. $2.95.
A read-aloud Christmas story with illustrations of child angels and Victorian scenes,
sweet and sentimental. The story is told in markedly faulty verse and sentimental
tone. The littlest angel was always being shunted off by the other small angels, busy
at their tasks, and told to stay out of the way. One Christmas Eve the littlest angel
heard crying, flew down to earth to investigate, found a lonely child in bed, sang him
a Christmas lullaby, and whispered a dream in his ear. Now the tiniest angel has a
vocation; she flies down on Christmas Eve to children who cannot sleep, "So if you
should find that you can't sleep some night . . the angel will bring you a dream all
your own."
Ad Wise, William. The Story of Mulberry Bend; pictures by Hoot von Zitzewitz.
K-2 Dutton, 1963. 29p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A pleasant read-aloud story, sentimental but true: it is based on an incident in the
life of Jacob Riis, as told in his autobiography. Jacob came into New York each day
to work; as a newspaperman, he knew the parlous condition of the run-down street
called Mulberry Bend. When he met a child who had never seen a flower, Jacob told
his own children, who picked a bouquet ... the resultant publicity produced a deluge
of flowers for Mulberry Bend. Brought into the limelight, the old neighborhood was
(eventually) rebuilt. The illustrations, despite the fact that faces are awkwardly
drawn, are interesting: good composition and period detail, and lively group scenes.
It is unfortunate that one picture deviates from the adherence to text that the others
have . . . the one picture shows Mr. Riis playing piano in an open field while visions
of children and flowers float in a cloud above him.
R Witheridge, Elizabeth P. Never Younger, Jeannie; drawings by Virginia Lee
4-6 Bates. Atheneum, 1963. 150p. $3.50.
A story set at the time of the beginning of World War I. Jeannie, eleven, had never
met the grandparents with whom she was to stay for the year her parents were to
be in England. She found farm life and a Michigan winter new and exciting after Cal-
ifornia, and she learned many new skills. "You'll never learn younger." was Grand-
mother's theme, and Jeannie applied it to her own feelings about growing up. She
faced the worries about war and the deep fear that her parents might be caught in
England with increasing maturity. A convincing story: the period details are appar-
ent without being obtrusive, and the characterization is, although not deep, very
good. The changes in Jeannie are realistically motivated and effected, and the happy
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Christmas-time ending is, laudably, not saccharine.
NR Wondriska, William. Which Way to the Zoo? Holt, 1962. 30p. illus. $1.50.
2-4
yrs.
A picture book that uses cumulation in illustrations with a running line of slight text
across the page-tops. Black drawings of animals collect on the brown pages: the
mouse asks the snake which is the way to the zoo, the snake doesn't know and asks
the rabbit, the rabbit doesn't know and asks the porcupine, etcetera. As the pages
become more and more filled, variety increases and the owl finally says, "Why you
silly animals, you ARE the zoo! " And all the animals are happy. Neither realistic
enough in treatment to be used for identification nor interesting enough artistically
to merit visual enjoyment. There is a modicum of humor for children in the idea
that the animals didn't realize they formed a zoo, but only a modicum.
M Woods, Joan. Maudie's Mush Pots; pictures by William Thackeray. Abingdon,
2-4 1963. 32p. $2.
A brief story that, although set in the past in the southwest, has little detail of period
or locale; illustrations are cartoon-like. Maudie's daily and unpleasant task was
scrubbing the breakfast mush pot. One day she hid the dirty pot under the sink, and
then repeated this until all the pots were used up. Her parents went off on a trip and
an aunt discovered Maudie's crime. Maudie set to work, her brothers refusing to
help, and spent a whole long day scrubbing; her mother sympathized when she found
out, and decided that from then on the mush pots would be the responsibility of
Maudie's brothers. Realistic but slight.
Ad York, Carol Beach. Where Love Begins. Coward-McCann, 1963. 122p. $3.
7-9
Two adolescent girls, Rachel and Laury, are given tickets to a circus and there are
smitten by the Zorini brothers, trapeze artists. They pretend to be interviewing for
a newspaper so that they can meet Tony and Dino; they go back for another perform-
ance and, nervously, they date the brothers. Rachel knows that she won't see Tony
again after the circus moves on, but she feels a poignant tenderness for him. That
is all that happens; realistically, the glamorous episode ends and the lives of two
girls in a small midwestern town go on. Not at all a formula novel, but somewhat
limited in appeal by the static quality of the writing and by the inclusion of frequent
dialogues that are of only peripheral interest. For example, Rachel's mother takes
in roomers; there are several scenes in which the women of the house have mean-
dering conversations about very little: quite true-to-life, but dull-since the speak-
ers themselves are dull-in their very verisimilitude.
R Zolotow, Charlotte (Shapiro). The Quarreling Book; pictures by Arnold Lobel.
K-2 Harper, 1963. 32p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
A small book, slight but appealing; the illustrations are delightfully appropriate. The
chain-reaction of disgruntlement is started when, on a rainy gray morning, Mr.
James forgets to kiss his wife goodbye. Mrs. James is cross, her children become
cross, Sally James quarrels with a friend at school, friend goes home and snaps at
her little brother. Little brother, glum, is cheered by his dog; the reverse action
starts there and ends with Mr. James returning home smiling, the rain also having
ended. Children will enjoy the ravelling of the light plot and may be gratified at the
admission that parents, like children, are affected by gloomy weather and gloomy
behavior.


